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Chapter

What is SQL Retriever ?

S

CO SQL-Retriever™ is the SCO® Vision family’s high-performance

Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) database access product.
I C O N

K E Y

 Valuable information



Test your knowledge



Keyboard exercise

 Workbook review

SCO SQL-Retriever for 32-bit Windows Applications delivers an easy,
open way to access UNIX SQL databases from Windows 95 and Windows
NT™ applications.
It is a middleware product designed for people who want to rapidly
develop efficient client / server database access solutions.
SCO SQL-Retriever’s simple, open architecture provides access to all
popular UNIX SQL database systems – simultaneously if necessary –
without the cost or complication associated with proprietary database
vendor networking products or proprietary developer tools.
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Market position
UNIX Server
Client PC

SCO SQL-Retriever

Middleware
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SQL-Retrievers aim
SCO SQL-Retriever is designed for solution builders who are developing
Windows-based systems to query, write reports from or manipulate UNIX
SQL data. Developers can choose from the world's most powerful
Windows or programming tools or productivity tools like spreadsheets or
database products.
Using SCO SQL-Retriever, developers create distributed client / server
data access solutions that don’t need different Windows applications for
different hosts, databases and network connections.
For solution builders using 16-bit Windows applications, a separate 16-bit
version of SCO SQL-Retriever, optimised for Windows 3.1 / 3.11, is also
available. This product shares the UNIX component with SCO SQLRetriever for 32-bit Windows Applications for easy integration in mixed
client environments.



Advantages
Performance is critical in client / server solutions.
SCO SQL-Retriever’s unique simple architecture and advanced caching
technology delivers fast communications between the client application
and the server database management system.

Speed of development is also a key to delivering effective, timely client /
server solutions.
SCO SQL-Retriever enables fast development. One simple standard
Application Programming Interface is used to access any of the
supported databases, providing vendor-independent applications for the
solution provider that can be written in virtually any Rapid Application
Development tool.
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Secure, controlled access to business-critical data
Successive ODBC standards and the solutions that are built around it, are
often critisized for lack of security (which is itself a function of ODBC’s
openness). The client Windows platform it operates on is often critisized
for it’s lack of central control. SQL-Retriever and its companion product
SuperVision address these issues while maintaining the integrity of ODBC
and the ‘personal’ nature of Windows.
SQL-Retriever now encrypts the username and password before it is sent
over the network.
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What’s included ?
Two versions have been written, a 16 bit for Windows 3.11 and 32 bit one
for Windows 95 & Windows NT, these now support the new SCO Vision
communications.
The connection method used in the 16 bit ( SQLR 4 ) version will work
the same as version 3.5 ( RPC over TCP ).
N O T E :
B I T
W I L L
T H E

T H E

1 6

V E R S I O N
W O R K
3 2

I N

These new PC components talk to a new server module which is also
backwards compatible with 3.2 & 3.5.
The new 32 bit SQLR will use the new connection methods.

B I T

E N V I R O N M E N T S .

Components installed are :

16 bit installed on Windows 3.11
32 bit installed on Windows 95 though 16 bit applications can be used as
the Win95 OS manages the conversation.
32 bit installed on Windows NT

What’ s included ?
It’ s all on CD ROM !
 New 32 bit Client for Windows95/NT (
vwodbc32.dll )
 New 16 bit Client for Windows 3.1 (
vwodbc.dll )
 New host servers for:




Informix, Oracle, Ingres, Sybase, Progress. Etc
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SQL-Retriever is a multiple tier driver



There’s the client PC communicating with the server on the remote UNIX
host.
On the host we have a module specific to the particular Relational
Database Management System ( RDBMS ) on a specific version of UNIX.
It is ODBC 2.0 conformant.
We also supply the Microsoft ODBC 2.5 components on Windows95/NT
and ODBC 2.1 components on Windows 3.11.
The driver itself is a DLL that processes ODBC function calls, and returns
results to the application.
NOTE
A "single-tier" driver processes both ODBC calls and SQL statements, and
operates directly on database files. An example of a single-tier driver is a dBase
driver.
A "multiple-tier" driver processes ODBC calls, and passes SQL statements to
the data source. Drivers may support a Core set of ODBC functions and data
types as well as Extended functions that are designated Level 1 or Level 2.

The SCO Vision ODBC Driver supports all core and Level 1 functions
and the following Level 2 functions:
For more
information on
these functions
please see the
ODBC API guide.

SQLMoreResults
SQLExtendedFetch
SQLProcedures
SQLProcedureColumns
SQLNativeSql
SQLNumParams
In addition, the SCO Vision ODBC Driver supports translation DLLs.
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What’ s included ?


Ships with Microsoft ODBC 2.5
components on Windows95/NT and ODBC
2.1 components on Windows 3.11.
 Translation DLL’ s




The SCO Vision ODBC Driver supports the use of a translation
DLL to translate all character data (data values, SQL statements,
table names, and so on) that passes between the driver and the data
source.
The SCO Vision Language Translator is supplied with the Vision
ODBC Driver.
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Translation DLL
The references to
ODBC.INI and
VWXLT.INI are for SQLRetriever 16 bit only. The
32 bit version uses similar
entries in the registry.

A default translation DLL can be specified for each data source by
including the TranslationName and TranslationDLL settings in the [datasource-name] section in the ODBC.INI file. If the SCO Vision Language
Translator is specified, then you must also specify the TranslationOption
setting to specify the language. An application can override these settings
by specifying the options in the connection string when opening a
connection to the data source. An example of settings in the ODBC.INI
file is shown below.
[vwdemo]
Driver=C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\VWODBC.DLL
Description=SCO Vision ODBC Driver
Hostname=sun4
ServerOptions=1
ServerID=Ingres
DBname=stevel
DBuser=
DBauth=
DBoptions=
TranslationName=SCO Vision Language Translator
TranslationDLL=C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\VWXLT.DLL
TranslationOption=3
The SCO Vision Language Translator can be used to translate characters
between 7-bit UNIX values and 8-bit ANSI values on the PC. This is
necessary because many UNIX applications are not able to handle 8-bit
data. (Your communications link may not be able to handle 8-bit data,
either.) The effect is similar to using a terminal emulator such as the
Vision VT320 emulator in National (7-bit) mode. The language for which
translation is required should be specified using the TranslationOption
setting in the ODBC.INI file. Each language has a number associated with
it in the C:\WINDOWS\VWXLT.INI file. You can examine or change
the VWXLT.INI file using Windows Notepad.
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What’ s included ?


The Open Database Connectivity ( ODBC )
components :-



ODBC-Aware
The application
Application
Microsofts Driver Manager
ODBC Driver Manager
( odbc / odbc32.DLL )
SQL-Retriever
ODBC Driver
The driver ( vwodbc.dll /
vwodbc32.dll )
Oracle
Ingres
Informix
UNIX
UNIX
UNIX end
The datasource
end
end





Oracle
Databas
e

11

Ingres
Databas
e

Informix
Database

ODBC
Interface

Network
(TCP/IP /
dial-up)
Plus
additional
databases

The ODBC model

The ODBC model is show in the slide on the next page, the main features
are described below:
Application A program that processes data, running on the Microsoft®
Windows™ operating system. For example, an application might provide
an interface through which users can retrieve and update data or it might
reconcile data from several sources after business hours. An application
calls ODBC functions to interact with data sources.
Driver Manager A dynamic-link library (DLL) that provides access to
ODBC drivers. The Driver Manager loads driver DLLs and directs ODBC
function calls to the correct driver. It also checks for some error conditions
and processes some ODBC function calls. The Driver Manager is provided
by Microsoft as part of ODBC.
Driver A DLL that processes ODBC function calls. The driver connects
to a data source, translates SQL statements and submits them to the data
source, retrieves information and result set data from the data source, and
returns data to the appli-cation. If a DBMS, such as Xbase, does not use
SQL, the driver must also process SQL statements. Note that the driver
handles any network protocol needed to communicate with the data
source.
Data Source The data a user wants to access, its associated RDBMS, the
platform on which the DBMS resides, and the network (if any) used to
access that platform. For example, a data source might be:
An Oracle DBMS running on a IBM AIX® operating system, accessed by
TCP/IP.
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Backwards compatiblity.



The new server modules support 3.2/3.5 clients by directly replacing the
old 3.2 server.
In order to achieve this the server supports two connection methods:
1) The new Vision Services connection ( RPC over USP ) for Window
95/NT which does not use the UNIX RPC portmap program.
2) The RPC based connection ( RPC over TCP ) method for Windows
3.11 clients which continues to utilise the UNIX RPC portmap
program.
The use of the RPC over TCP connection method is optional and is
disabled by specifying the -P flag when the server is started which tells the
server not to register with the portmapper.
Existing SQL-Retriever 3.2 users have two options:

If you choose to use SQL-Retriever 4 ( 16bit ) for Windows 3.11 the server
entry in the /usr/local/vision/etc/servers can be left as the default
because the demon registers with the portmapper.
If only Windows95/NT SQL-Retriever 4 access is required then the -P
flag can be used, to disable the registering with /etc/portmap , therefore
existing 3.2/3.5 clients will not be to continue to connect
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Full stored procedure support



Stored procedures improve the performance of frequently used queries.
Once a stored procedure has been successfully created on the server, the
server doesn't have to parse, check syntax, and compile prior to executing
SQL-Retriever now have full support for stored procedures, in other words we
return return values and outputs:

Return values

C = ReturnValue(a,b)
Outputs

ReturnValue(a,b,c)
The ‘c’ above is the output.
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Host Explorer & UNIX Neighborhood

Provides alternative views of UNIX hosts for Windows 95 & NT 4
Just by double clicking on the host icon logs you into your UNIX home
directory.
Right mouse click configures properties of host
username / password
Transports
RPC over TCP
RPC over USP
See at a glance which hosts have Vision Services installed
Vision & none Vision hosts can easily be identified by the use of a big red
cross. If there is one then the host is active on the TCP/IP network but is not
a Vision host.
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What’s included ?
Host Explorer

What’ s included ?
Unix Neighborhood
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What’s included ?
Your home directory

What’ s included ?

Properties for host

Properties for UNIX host are covered in more detail during the Vision
Communications Module.
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SQlGold

Allows the user to
Open any data source as long as a valid one has been defined using the
Control Panel ODBC Administrator and the user has connect rights and
create rights in the database granted (Database Open)
Additional datasources can be added from the datasource list box.
File Open and Run .SQL files which insert data into the created tables for
purposes of testing of the data source



Copy, Cut and Paste to and from Microsoft Windows Applications
Specify the layout of the screen ie either a forms or Grid (Options View)
move up and down a created table using scrollable cursors (not to be
conused with later ODBC compliance) and easy to use VCR lookalike
buttons
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What’s included ?


SQLGold


Sample Microsoft Windows program written in
Visual Basic 4



Allows use of simple SQL queries to show
active ODBC connection.

What’s included ?
SQLGold
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SQl-Exchange

The purpose of SQL-Exchange is to enable any application which
supports Windows Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) to access an ODBC
data source. This allows Windows programs which do not support ODBC
directly to take advantage of the benefits of open database connectivity.
SQL-Exchange is a DDE server program that responds to the application
name "SQLR". For compatibility with previous versions of SQLRetriever, it will also optionally respond to the application name "PCC"
(see Compatibility With Previous Versions of SQL-Retriever ).
SQL-Exchange will accept a conversation with the DDE topic name
"ODBC". For compatibility with previous versions it will also accept userdefined topic names if the option to service PC-Connect DDE messages is
enabled in the Preferences dialog box.
You can open multiple conversations with SQL-Exchange from one or
more clients. A different DDE channel is used for each conversation.
When the conversation has been established, you can send "request"
messages containing instructions that tell SQL-Exchange what to do.



There are two ways to use DDE from most Windows applications. You can
create "hot links", also called "remote references", usually by choosing suitable
menu commands and filling in the information needed to open the link.
Alternatively, if the application has a macro programming language, you can

write macros that control a DDE conversation with another application.
The SQl-Exhange model,

You can see from the figure on the next page that SQL-Exchange sits in
between the DDE aware application and the ODBC interface.
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What’s included ?
SQL-Exchange
DDE-Aware
Application
SQL
Exchange
ODBC Driver Manager

ODBC
Interface

SQL-Retriever
ODBC Driver

Oracle
UNIX
end
Oracle
Databas
e

Ingres
UNIX
end
Ingres
Databas
e

Informix
UNIX end
Informix
Database
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Network
(TCP/IP /
dial-up)
Plus
additional
databases

We now have a JDBC Driver



JDBC support has been be added to SQL-Retriever 4 maintenance release (
4.01 ) , this is found on a separate directory on the CD ROM.

The JDBC model is shown overleaf:
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What’s included ?
JDBC Driver ( Unsupported SQLR 4 )

JDBC-Aware
Application

JDBC Driver Manager

JDBC
Interface

SQL-Retriever
JDBC Driver

Oracle
UNIX
end
Oracle
Databas
e

Ingres
UNIX
end
Ingres
Databas
e

Informix
UNIX end
Informix
Database
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Network
(TCP/IP /
dial-up)
Plus
additional
databases
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Installation of PC
software
It’s easy with setup wizard !



Within Windows 95 the setup process guides you through the procedure
making it easy for you to install and configure the client side of SQL-Retriever.
Windows 95 even starts the installation process for you with autoplay, this
program automatically executes setup.exe from the CD ROM.
The install wizard tells you how long the installation is going to take.
A License number is required for full unlimited use, otherwise a 30 day
demo is installed.
You are then asked if you would want to run Netcheck, this program
interrogates your TCP/IP stack to see if it is functioning correctly.
Some of the type of test that are performed are:

If echo host fails
then you should
check to see if the
host computer
does not have a
firewall enabled

Localhost
Number of sockets available
Name resolution
Echo host test
FTP
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Client PC Installation


Autoplay

Client PC Installation


Netcheck interrogates existing communication methods.
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The set-up wizard then prompts you to choose one of four set-up routines, as
described below:


Typical

Sets up the most commonly used SQL-Retriever components.

Custom

Enables you to choose exactly which components to install.
If you are an advanced user or system administrator and want to
customise your SQL-Retriever installation, choose this option.

Compact

Sets up only the basic files you need to run SQL-Retriever. This is
useful if you have very limited disk space.
CD ROM

Allows you to run SQL-Retriever from a CD ROM, again this saves
disk space., but may be slow due to the speed of your CD ROM drive.
There are also options you can add as command line arguments to setup.exe,
these been:
Command line
options can be
used with
setup.exe

setup /a

Administrator setup copies and expands all files into a server based directory,
thus allowing system administrators to manage a large user base.
Setup /n

Workstation installation can be used in conjunction with the administrator
setup to install a minimal amount of files into / onto the users individual home
directory or local machine.
Once the particular setup type has been chosen then you will be prompted to
enter the directory where you want to install the software. If you chose
‘custom’ then you will then be prompted to select the components you require.
After the above components have been selected then the installation continues
by copying the files to the directories specified.
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Client PC Installation


Select folder to install to:



The default folder is:



C:\Program Files\Vision
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The Regisry

Windows 95 /
Windows NT 4 do
not use .INI files
for application
configuration, all
such entries are
now kept in the
system.dat and
user.dat files.
These are updated
by using the
‘regedit’ utility or
direct API calls
from applications.

Towards the end of the installation the wizard updates the registry with new
entries for SQL-Retriever and the Vision communications. In the following
two figures the approximate location of these entries are shown.
The base for most entries for SQL-Retriever will be in:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
SOFTWARE
ODBC
ODBC.INI
Datasources
ODBCINST.INI
SCO Vision ODBC

Once a datasource has been configured by a ‘user’ a new datasource
entry will be created in registry but in a different location:
On Win95 and NT,
SYSTEM
datasources can
created, these will
be placed in
HKEY_LOCAL_MAC
HINE.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER
SOFTWWARE
ODBC
ODBC.INI
DATASOURCE NAME
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Client PC Installation


The Registry is now updated with the new
software entries.
 SQL-Retriever places new entries under the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE handle.
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Conversion of 16 bit datasources



If custom install has been chosen and you are upgrading from a 16 bit ODBC
driver such as SQL-Retriever 3.2 then the new installation wizard will prompt
to see if you would like to convert 16 bit datasources to 32 bits ones.
However, if you are performing a complete new installation then you will have
to create new datasources from the ODBC32 icon in the control panel.
After which the folder will be created and all Vision family related icons will be
placed into this group.
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Client PC Installation


If you are upgrading from an earlier version.

Client PC Installation


The start menu is updated with the new
program group.
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Reboot time

Finally the installation wizard will prompt you to reboot the machine, on
restart the Vision Services will be started from the ‘startup’ group, you wil then
be ready to start connecting to you RDBMS via ODBC. Provided you have
already installed the host based software !
NOTE:

If for some reason you require to uninstall our software, you can
do so from the Control Panel using ‘Add remove programs’
However this option is only available for 32bit clients installed in
windows 95 and NT 4
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Client PC Installation


Reboot your machine

33
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Server installation
In this chapter you will be introduced to the new features of the host
component installation process, which make SQL-Retriever 4 easy to
install.
SQL-Retriever 4 now has an intelligent installation script that recognises what
type of database you have and even prompts you with the environment
variables required to use it.
Generic host installation script



A new generic host installation script is used to initially allow the installer
to choose the required host and database. The generic host install will warn
the installer of the type of information likely to be required, and give
him/her the opportunity to abandon installation cleanly to find it out.
Then, it will spawn the appropriate database-specific host installation
scripts. Each of these feature an improved installation procedure in better
order. The host installation scripts use Database Finder.
Database Finder

Database Finder is a conceptual name for functions that assist during
installation by detecting installation information automatically.
Important: Database Finder for 4.0 provides assistance solely during
setup/INSTALL. There will be a password-protected runtime program
taking advantage of this technology in future releases. It is proposed that
the runtime Database Finder functionality will be included in the Vision
Services Control Panel in Windows and in the Vision Services’ LNA
element at the host end.
In particular, Database Finder will:
Detect contents of any existing .conf (host) or .INI / Registry (PC) 'file',
display these as defaults and inform the installer that previous
configuration information has been detected, and that that information is
being used as a basis.
In the absence of any existing information, Database finder will:
Detect the database brand and location information if possible, and by
prompting for the database name in the brand-specific format, find out as
much as possible other configuration information.
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As well as presenting this information during configuration, relevant
elements will be stored in SuperVision-friendly format for use later by the
PC end.
At the PC end, for upgrades or re-installation, existing .INI information
will be used as a basis to pre-enter values in the setup dialogs. For virgin
installations, information from the host installation discovery stage will be
available.
At the host-end, Database Finder will scan host directories and make an
intelligent guess at the location, brand and version of the databases on each
host, as well as the language translation and other vital configuration data. For
virgin installations, this information will be used as a basis for the configuration
file information during installation of the host elements. For upgrades or reinstallation, existing .CONF information will be used.
Once the specific database type has been chosen a specific install script is
executed.
Installation Procedure



Run the install script from the mounted CD ROM ( if you do not have a
CD ROM drive on you host you must copy both the Vision services and
DBMS specific tar files from the CD ROM to a temp directory on your
host )
The script looks for available disk space and warns you if there is not
enough.
Checks for the existence of a Master Name Space Manager ( NSM ) ( this
resolves nodenames and services into IP addresses and port numbers. It
uses the universal naming convention ( UNC ) like \\hostname\service to
resolve the IP address and port ).
Depending on your selection earlier in the installation the database specific
server module will be installed ( sqlr.XXX40.d ).
The script detects contents of any existing .conf (host) or .INI / Registry
(PC) 'file', display these as defaults and inform the installer that previous
configuration information has been detected, and that the information is
being used as a basis.
In the absence of any existing information, Database finder will:
Detect the database brand and location information if possible, and by
prompting for the database name in the brand-specific format, find out as
much as possible about other configuration information.
As well as presenting this information during configuration, relevant elements
will be stored in SuperVision-friendly format for use later by the PC end.
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Server installation


Mount the CD ROM
 Execute the install script ( ./install ) specific
to OS.
 Choose the RDBMS
 Install Vision Services


/usr/local/vision



Install SQL services



/usr/local/vision/bin/sqlr.xxx40.d
Note: Both the above should be installed


Server installation


Detects existing installations of SQLRetriever and upgrades them.
 Contents

of existing configuration files are used as a
basis for the new installation.



Database brand, version and location are
found, you are prompted to confirm these
results.
 Otherwise



you can manually insert these values.

Updates /usr/local/vision/etc/xxxsqld.conf
with the values above.
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Concurrent licensing model

The final part of the server installation will attempt to connect to the license
server ( usr/local/vision/bin/licsrv )
TermVision is
another product
from the Vision
family

NOTE:

SQL-Retriever is licensed on a per-session basis, as opposed to
the old per user-oriented model. This is in keeping with the
Vision Family of products.
SQL-Retriever uses the same numbering scheme as TermVision,
that is a serial number in the form of a nine-digit string, and an
eighteen-digit serial number. In the license number, the same
significance to each digit will be used: (3-digit product code, 3digit no. of users, 3-digit version no., 1-digit entity type, 8-digit
serial number
Clean up time

At the end of the installation the script removes any temporary files it had
written, leaving the file system with just the newly installed product.
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Server installation


You will now be able to see the following
processes:


lna ( Local Name Agent )


Acts like a portmapper & an inetd process combined

authsrv ( user authorisation )
 nsm ( Name Space Manager )



This resolves nodenames and services into IP addresses and port
numbers. It uses the universal naming convention ( UNC ) like
\\hostname\service to resolve the IP address and port ).

sqlr.xxx40.d ( the server )
 licsrv ( concurrent license server )


Server installation


One initialisation file




/usr/local/vision/etc/servers

Each line in the file must be of the form:


<servername> <serverprog> <m|s> <flags>



Servername




Severprog




The name of a server program
specific program to execute

m|s


indicates that the server is multi- or single-threaded.
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The servers file
The servers file take the form:

# Vision control file for UNIX LNA. Each line must be of the form:
# <servicename> <serverprog> <m|s> <flags>
# where <serverprog> is the name of a server program. If the first char of
# <serverprog> is a `/', it is considered to be a full pathname; otherwise
# <serverprog> is run from the directory specified by the VISION_BINDIR
# variable (in /etc/vision.conf).
#
# The <m|s> flag indicates that the server is multi- or single-threaded,
# respectively. It may optionally be followed by one or more arguments
# to be passed on the server's command line when it is started up.
#
# Servers which appear between the lines #BOOT_START and #BOOT_END
(if any)
# are started at boot time by the lna (if it is run with the -b flag).
#
#BOOT_START
#BOOT_DEBUG_OFF
logsrv logsrv m
#BOOT_DEBUG_ON
nsmsrv nsmsrv m
vwauth authsrv m
login tsrv m
sqlrinf sqlr.inf40.d m -P
# sqlring sqlr.ing40.d m
#BOOT_END
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Server installation





All entries that start with a ‘ hash’ are comments
except for a few special lines, for example :

#BOOT_START



#BOOT_END

Servers between these lines are started at boot time
by lna if the -b flag is used.
Servers outside these lines are started on demand.
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The Security Manager

Server installation


The Security Manager




Enabled by:




Component of the host module that allows a System Adminstrator
to grant or revoke access to the database specific objects when used
by specific application

invoking our demon with the -r flag.

An example of which is:


/usr/local/vision/bin/sqlr.inf40.d -r

Server installation


Security is managed through UNIX text file
which only the System Administrator has
access to.
 A number of keywords can be used to
create:







groups of users
databases
applications
SQL statements

and so on that may be used in entries
granting and revoking privileges.
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Server installation


These keywords are:



USERGROUP
 DBGROUP
 TABLEGROUP
 APPGROUP
 SQLGROUP

Server installation


The following entry grants the members of
the SALES group the ability to perform
queries on all tables in scodemo using
SQLGold.
GRANT SALES scodemo:ALL:ALL:ALL:gold32 = SELECT



Configured through the
$VISION_ETCDIR/sqlrsec.conf

42

Server installation


The format of entries used to define groups
is:
<keyword> <groupname> =
<groupmembers,..>

Server installation


For example:
SQLGROUP ADMIN = ALTER TABLE, CREATE VIEW, CREATE TABLE, DROP TABLE



The above example uses the SQLGROUP keyword to
create a group called ADMIN containing a number of SQL
statements. Separate multiple group members with
commas.
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Server Installation


Priviledges can be granted and revoked
 Entries are formated like:
GRANT | REVOKE <user> <database>:<reserved>:<owner>:<table>: <application> = <privilege,...>

Where <user> is the UNIX username of the individual user or group of users to whom privileges
are being granted or revoked, <database> is the database or group of databases, <owner> is the
owner of the database tables, <table> is the table or group of tables, <application> is the
application's executable file name minus the extension or group of applications, and <privilege> is
the SQL statement or group of SQL statements to be granted or revoked. Separate multiple
privileges with commas.
Note that fields in these entries do not have to be groups or members of groups defined in
sqlrsec.conf.
ALL or the asterisk character (*) can be used as a wildcard in any field. If ALL is specified in the
privilege field then the following predefined group of SQL statements will be used:
SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, GRANT, REVOKE, CREATE TABLE, CREATE
INDEX, CREATE VIEW, DROP TABLE, DROP VIEW, DROP INDEX, EXECUTE
PROCEDURE, ALTER TABLE

NOTE: There is no colon between <user> and <database>
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Server installation


An example of the security manager in
action.

See SCODEMO, sqlrsec.sample
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5

Chapter

Application
Demonstrators
To get you up and running with SQL-Retriever we have put together
some application demonstrators some of which are:







Microsoft Access
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Visual Basic
Borland Delphi

In this chapter we will take a brief look at each of the above, detailed
descriptions of usage are given in Chapter 5 of the SQL-Retriever user guide.
Microsoft Access

Within the example, you can choose to import or link data from an
external data source. Simple SQL is then generated and executed.
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Microsoft Excel

Excel provides many ways of working with external data, we will only look at
two of them.
MS Query

This program allows you to select tables graphically and even build the query
up, all at the click of a button.
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The SQLRequest function.

One of the ‘Add in’ functions is SQLRequest, this can be used to retrieve data
from an RDBMS.
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Microsoft Word

Word can access external data through ODBC, using either Database fields in
the document, or WordBasic macros.
If Microsoft Query is available, Word can use DDE links to retrieve data
selected by Query.
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Microsoft Visual Basic

32 bit ODBC client server applications can be developed with Visual Basic
4 Professional or Enterprise editions.
Data Access Ojects ( DAO ) such as Database, TableDef, Field and Index
objects allow you to manipulate databases with the minimum of
programming.
Users of the Enterprise edition can use the Remote Data Objects ( RDO )
programming model to access ODBC datasources.
You call also call the ODBC API directly.
The example creates a simple client server application which connects to the
remote RDBMS and displays some sample data.
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SQL-Retriever 4 Technical Training
The Connection Methods
Before we discuss the connection methods of SQL-Retriever 4 we must first take a look at the methods used
by version 3.2, these been:
There are three methods used by the old product:
1) RPC / TCP
2) Rlogin / TCP
3) Serial line

Lets looks at RPC /TCP
In order to form a connection the application has to issue either an SQLConnect or an SQLDriverConnect (
ODBC API calls ), before these the application has to call SQLAllocenv ( which allocates an environment
handle ) then it calls SQLAllocConnect ( allocates a connection handle ). These two functions allocate
storage ( structures ) for connections and statements, it then calls the SQLConnect ( allows you to connect
to an existing datasource ) or SQLDriverConnect ( allows you specify a complete datasource on the fly ).

Application

Driver
Manager
( odbc.dll )

Driver
(vwodbc.dll)

How does the application contact the driver manager
There are two ways:
1) It either links statically to an import library ( odbc.lib ), static references are linked into the import library
then at run time the dynamic linker links odbc.dll and the entry points are mapped into it. This is done so
you do not have to load the dll itself, it saves you having to resolve symbols and finally the link has a very
small memory footprint

Application
The odbc.lib file is linked to
the application
odbc.lib

2) The other way, is to load the library directly and resolve functions symbols into addresses, these
functions could then be called by address. However, this would have to be done for each function and is
therefore not a valid solution.
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In applications such as Visual Basic you can declare a function prototype in a dll , VB will then load the dll
that you reference and resolve the symbols in to an addresses.

What happens if the application cannot find the driver manager ?
Well it will report:
‘Cannot find ODBC.DLL’
This will be because:
a) it did not find ODBC.DLL in the Windows\system directory
b) it has run out of memory or
c) it is corrupt.
After these functions have been called the driver manager will then look at ODBC.INI for the datasource as
specified in the SQLDriverConnect function.
( All of the functions above have parameters ( handles ) that have been missed off , these are not really
relevant to this discussion and would confuse this discussion ).
The Driver manager then looks for the ‘Driver =’ line and uses a load library call to load our driver (
vwodbc.dll ). In the driver manager there is an entry point ( symbol ) for every ODBC function available,
there is also the same set of entry points in our dll.
The load library allows the dll just to be loaded onto memory, the driver manager says to Microsoft
Windows ( via SDK ) look up for me ‘symbol SQLConnect’ this then returns the address of SQLConnect in
vwodbc.dll in memory, the driver manager links this to a name, after which the actual function is called by
address and therefore there is never a symbol clash.
When the driver manager tries to resolve a symbol not exported in the driver it returns ‘function not
supported from the wrapper function.
The driver manager therefore is responsible for loading the driver on behalf of the application, it’s
responsible for handling requests, it’s responsible for primitive parameter checking ( it checks if it is in the
right context ). It is also contains support for functions that cannot be supported by the driver, such as
SQLDataSources because only the driver manager can tell what datasources are available and
SQLFunctions, again only the driver manager knows what functions are available, as well as checking
individual function exist.

There is another possible cause for problems, our driver may not be found:
Problems:
1) File not there
2) Memory
3) file corrupt
4) Driver = line is wrong in ODBC.INI.
The error that is returned is:
[Microsoft][ODBC.DLL]Cannot load specified driver.
If all goes well the driver manger then loads up VWCOMMS, which in turn loads up :
NMTCPRPC.DLL
NLWINSOCK.DLL ( NMTRMRPC.DLL for Rlogin )
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WINSOCK.DLL ( If using the Windows Socket 1.1 interface )
Now VWCOMMS.DLL and NMTCPRPC.DLL swap place and the driver makes calls directly to the
NMTCPRPC.DLL and this holds the connection open.
If we cannot find any of the above you will receive something like:
Cannot load library ‘DLL name’
Let’s say for the use of this discussion that all the above DLL’s are the ‘VWCOMMS’.

VWCOMMS

TCP/IP

When the application calls SQLConnect in the driver, the driver looks into the ODBC.INI file and searches
for the host name, database name and perhaps the username and password ( Oracle ), initially only the
hostname is extracted then more information is extracted when needed. When the RDBMS is extracted it
then looks at the vwodbc.ini for the RPC number for the database that has been specified ( 391436 for
INFORMIX, originally supplied by SUN for us to use ).

What are Remote Procedure Calls ( RPC’s ) ?
Let’s look firstly at what you may understand. You have no doubt written a Local Procedure Call ( LPC )
when you have written a program:
Main()
{
Function();
}
/* Then further down the listing you would have the code that implements the function */
Function()
{
*********
}
An RPC is really the same, the only difference is that the code for the function itself is on the remote
machine and then returns the value to the PC.
This fits into our model quite nicely, we have the equal of main() in our driver ( vwodbc.dll ) and the
function module thus underneath could be the equivalent of how we want to do the work on the database.
This two ends are tied together using two factors; an RPC number ( 391436 ) and an RPC version number (
2 ), these together uniquely identify what we call a CLIENT and a SERVER in RPC’s.

How do these get written ?
Well you have a definitions file ( a .x file ), we took the source code for SUN’s RPC and ported it to all the
UNIX platforms we support and also to the Windows environment. We also added a security module called
vwauth ( this gives you the Invalid User Authorisation Specification ) because when we looked a SUN’s
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RPCs we found they were very insecure, we therefore redeveloped the security and made it UNIX security
aware. Once the RPC’s have been ported, in essence there are two parts to it; the RPC development kit and
the RPC generator which is called RPCGEN ( libvwrpc.a on UNIX ), you would then write the definitions
file, this says I want this particular function with this argument of this type ( it’ss a function prototyping file
) you then run the function prototyping file through RPCGEN ( called vwrpcgen so it supported Windows ),
it then writes two files, a client and a server which are run on the PC and UNIX machines, by using the RPC
number we can then talk to each side.
To Create a connection the ODBC Driver calls ‘create client’ in the VWCOMMS, for this to work we need
three things:
1) The IP address
2) RPC number
3) RPC Version number.
However at the UNIX side something is happening, we need something called the PORTMAPPER (
/etc/portmap or rpcbind ) which helps identify the program we want to talk to down to one, you need an IP
address and a port number to identify a specific program. Therefore in order to talk to our server we need to
know which port it is listening on, how’s this done ?
Well we could have a ‘well known port’ in /etc/services, but at the time of writing SQLR we did not want to
place a entry in the services file. We therefore had to contact the portmapper which does have an well
known port, ( Port 111 used for RPC’s ), this now means we can send a request ( connectionless UDP
datagram, it does not guarantee things will arrive and in the correct order, but it does guarantee the contents
will be correct ) to the portmapper on port 111. Another protocol we can use is TCP, this is like telephoning
someone but this has to physically form the connection beforehand therefore we do not use this later
protocol ( as portmapper does not support it )
However before we get this far the Portmapper itself has to know what these numbers are, we start the
portmapper as ROOT and it binds to port 111 and the listens on that port ( it registers itself with itself ), you
will therefore always get an entry in the mapping table for portmapper if ‘rpcinfo -p’ is used. Seconds later
the SQL-Retriever demon is started, it forms a TCP style connection and then uses ‘bind to any port’ where
by it binds to the next available port ( say 1024 ) it then presents the RPC number, version number and
service name to the portmapper, and also tells the portmapper it is listening on port 1024.
We can now send a UDP to the portmapper and ask say ‘for this RPC number and the version number what
port do I contact ?’. The portmapper then returns port ‘1024’. If we do not get a reply after a specific time
we assume the UDP got lost, if this happens the original request is sent again, this is done six times then if
the final UDP is lost we present the following to the user:
Cfstat 12 reerrno 3 ‘No such process , cannot contact portmapper’
( You would then look for the portmapper running on the host box with the PS command )
The driver now knows the port number of the server, it therefore makes a TCP connection to that IP address
and that particular port number ( a telephone call ).
Note: There are two things that can go wrong at this point:
1) The portmapper may not know about the server program, you then see ‘Server program not registered
with portmapper’
2) The server could be running but may have tried to register with the portmapper while the portmapper was
registering with itself ( called the quiescent stage ). You should place a sleep between starting the
portmapper and our server help resolve this issue ( on fast machines this may not be necessary ). Your
startup script would look something like:
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/etc/portmap &
sleep 2
nohup /etc/visionware/sqlr.inf32.d &
It now passes the username and password for UNIX and the server program uses a C function called
‘Getspnam’ to verify the password. SQL-Retriever does part of this checking and so does the C function..

What happens while this is going on ?
First it opens the /etc/passwd file and looks for the username and find the passwrd entry, it then encrypts
the password given and compares it with that already in the file and sees if they are the same. However, if
the Shadow password is in use it opens the file in /etc/shadow and compares that. The reason why
/etc/shadow is used is because only ROOT can read and write this file whereas the /etc/password file can be
read by normal users. If this fails then you will get the IUAS error message.
We then check to see if the user has a working directory, again if this fails you receive the IUAS message.
After that we look for the initial program in the password file, we trust /bin/csh/, /bin/sh and /bin/ksh but
they have to be in the exact locations. If you have the file /etc/shells then no programs are trusted unless
they are entered into this file.
You can also get the IUAS error message if the server program is not running as ROOT as it cannot access
the /etc/shadow file.
When the server got a ‘select’ on port 1024 it accepted the request and then formed another socket and
forked ( a child process ) itself so two copies of the server are running at the same time, the child now
inherits all that was owned by its parent and the accepted socket is copied onto the child. The server again
goes on listening on the original socket but the child is now working on the new one. Finally the child
process sets its UID to the user who requested the initial conversation, again without the server program
running as ROOT the setuid could not be done. Now the server uses ESQLC to connect to the database and
run a copy of the engine ( depending which database you run ).
The problem we have now is that the engine / engine interface that is run needs environment variables, and
because we go over RPC none of the users login scripts are read ( .cshrc, .login ) we therefore have a
configuration file called xxxsqld.conf ( depending on the database used the x’s are replaced with the first
three characters of the RDBMS name, such as inf for Informix ) file, the environment variables are put into
the environment from this file.
Once we have got the database via ESQLC you will start getting database errors if anything goes wrong.

The connection method Rlogin over TCP.
The connection method is the same as RPC until we get to ‘create client’, as the port number is known for
Rlogin it uses a TCP connection over the wire on port 512 ( rlogind ), the username and password are sent
and then rlogind returns the login program back ( we need a shell, and vwauth is not used via Rlogin
because rlogind performs this).
We have a problem with Rlogin as it is a terminal source or teletype connection, we therefore have to set
‘RAW’ mode and this is done using input / output controls. We therefore needed to write a program that has
a configuration file that contains the RPC number, the version and program server name to run and set raw
mode. VWCOMMS now types :
‘vwportmap - prog, <rpc number>, - ver <version number>
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the stdin and stdout which were connected to the shell are now inherited by the vwportmap program This
now has a look in the configuraton file to see what it should be running and sets the terminal to a transparent
connection ( raw ) and the program is exec’d ( sqlr.inf32.d ). The only problem now is that you will get a
‘cannot register with portmapper’ error message, we therefore need a flag to tell our server ‘Do not register
with the portmapper, do not use any socket operations, purely use stdin / stdout for communication’, this
flag is called -vwTerm. The connection is then made to database via ESQLC.

The connection method Serial line
To make things simple lets imagine you do not need PC-Connect
The communications port is opened on the PC and the UNIX getty prompts for the username and password,
we supply these and a shell comes back to the PC. The vwportmap -vwTerm is issued and the connection is
formed. However, a lot more can go wrong there may be data corruption due to noise on the wire, we also
need to have more than one connection down the wire. Thus the reason we require PC-Connect to provide
the multichannel error correcting protocol.

Stored Procedures
Stored procedures in databsases are like functions in a programming language, you may have a function
like:
C = ReturnValue(a,b)
In a and b you can have two numbers and the added value is returned into C, previously before SQLRetriever 4 we could not return C. With SQL-R 4 we can now return C and we also support outputs:
ReturnValue(a,b,c)
The letter (c) in the function call above would be the output. We therefore now have FULL stored
procedure support with SQL-Retriever 4

SQL-Retriever 4
Two versions are going to be written, a 16 bit for Windows 3.11 and 32 bit one for Windows 95 &
Windows NT, these will now support the new Vision communications. The connection method used in the
16 bit ( SQLR 4 ) version will work the same as version 3.5 ( RPC over TCP ).
NOTE: The 16 bit version will work in the 32 bit environments.
These new PC side components talk to a new server module which is also backwards compatible with 3.5.
The new 32 bit SQLR will use the new connection methods.

Application

Driver
Manager
odbc32.dll

Driver
vwodbc32.dll

Vision
Services
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NOTE: As an aside there is something called DBSERV, this is a interface for accessing the communications
database and it serialises requests to use the communications database.
Before we describe what happens on the PC further we need to look at the server end.

USP over TCP connection
There are now several processes running on the server:
1) Local Name Agent ( LNA ) this is like a portmapper and an inetd process combined.
2) In /usr/local/etc there is a file called servers, it contains:
# ( Hashes are comments but be aware there are special comments )
#BOOT_START ( this is a special entry )
# Any items between these two special comments gets started when the LNA boots, entries outside these
#special comments get started on demand.
#BOOT_END
The lines in the file have the following format:
<Service name> <program, <M / S>,<flags>
The service name is the name of the service, such as sqlrinf, the program is the name of the program that
provides this service and the flags are any flags that you wish to place on the program. The third field has (
M ) Multi-threaded or ( S ) single threaded, the M stands for a server that can start other servers and the S
stands for a server that cannot start other server and you would talk to a single instance of it. SQL-Retriever
would have an ‘M’ in this field. There would be one entry for each database you have on the system and
they must be in between the special entries in the servers file.
NOTE: for internal use only, the server can be also started from the command line.
LNA has to be in a boot file, therefore there is no longer the need for INETD or RC2 for the server itself.
The LNA has on it ‘-b’ ( BOOT ), LNA goes through the services file at boot time and starts the program
in between the commented lines in the service file. Therefore the first thing that should be run for our
software is ‘LNA -b’ , it then starts the name space manager ( NSM ), this acts like an NIS server, therefore
it resolves nodenames and services into IP addresses and port numbers. It uses the universal naming ( UNC
) conventions ( \\hostname\service ) to resolve the IP address and port.
On your network there will be only one master NSM, this manages all the name spaces, other secondary
NSM’s will elect to become the master if the present master dies. When you install SQLR on the server you
will be prompted to elect this machine as the master NSM, you can say yes or no. On one of the hosts you
would say yes to this question and no on any other machines you install SQLR on.
The LNA also starts VWAUTH, we will look at this later. The last thing that is started ( optional ) is licsrv,
the license server. There is another process called logsrv for debugging
Therefore for trouble shooting you should look for the following processes running:
LNA
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NSM
SQLR.xxx40.d
NOTE: If you are using our 16 bit server it must be in the boot section of the service file, as there is no
other way to start the server other than by this method.

When the server is run what happens ?
The server is now in /usr/local/vision/bin/sqlr.xxx40.d ( and the config files are in vision/etc ), when run it
creates a tcpip connection and binds to anyport ( perhaps 1024 ), it still has an RPC number, version
number, service name and a port number. But it now does the following:
a) It registers with the portmapper ( for backwards compatibility with 3.2 / 3.5 PC sides ).
b) Tells the LNA its IP address, port number and service information. The LNA then tells the NSM this
information ( NSM may be running on another machine thus this process is required ).
If anything breaks at this point the error is logged into the on-going log file produced by logsrv.
When our ODBC driver is loaded into memory the Vision Services are also loaded and they do a broadcast
on port 16024 to try to find the NSM on a host machine ( the NSM has already bound to port 16024 and is
listening ). The listening master NSM then returns it’s IP address saying ‘I am the NSM’
NOTE: Port 16024 is not well known to others, therefore other programs maybe wanting to use this port, if
this is the case then our software can be configured to use another port by editing the Vision services on the
PC ( from the control panel ).
The above process is only carried out once ( providing the naming request has not failed ).
The reply from the NSM is stored in the communication database and the registration file.
The application usually calls the following functions at connect time:
SQLAllocenv()
SQLAllocConnect()
SQLDriverConnect()
Now the driver manager goes to the registration file ( with SQLR 3.2 / 3.5 it would have gone to the
ODBC.INI ) to find out the ‘driver =‘ line.
NOTE: In the 32 bit ODBC world you have user and system datasources., the difference is that system
datasources can be seen by everyone whoever logs onto the Windows machine, if it is a user datasource
then only that user can see it. These are placed into different areas of the registry, for a system DSN then
it is placed into the HKEYLOCAL_MACHINE (This predefined handle is the root of the per machine
configuration data, regardless of what user is logged on to the system ) part of the registry ( Reg diagram
1)
All user DSN’s are located in the HKEY_CURRENT_USER (This predefined handle is the root of the
currently logged on user's profile and contains all of the information necessary to set up a specific user's
environment. This includes such items as, program groups, screen colors, etc ) and has a similar format
to the system entries. You will not see an entry for the ODBC.INI as this has to be seen by all users.
Under the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE - Software - SCO - VWODBC.INI you will see all the RPC
numbers etc as in the old VWODBC.INI file.
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Once the driver has been found it gets loaded into memory and then looks for the RDBMS you are using
ans then extracts service name from the registry ( for Informix this would be sqlrinf ). In now knows the
nodename and the service name therefore it goes to the NSM and asks were it can talk to such a service.

Problems that can be encountered at this stage :
If the NSM cannot supply this information then the NSM may have gone down, we would then say ‘Who is
the NSM ?’ . If there were no secondary NSM’s running thus there is now no NSM’s running you would
receive the error message ‘No NSM manager’. You would then ask the customer where their NSM is
supposed to be running and start it. Another reason for it to fail is the customer may not have run ‘LNA -b’
or run the server ( sqlr.inf40.d ) on the UNIX machine.
If all is well the NSM returns the IP address and port number where the service can be found.

Reg diagram 1
The next thing that happens is the client forms a TCP connection to the IP address and port number that was
returned by the NSM, which is our server running in ROOT mode. Our server then accepts the connection
on the bound port ( 1024 ). The server then forks copying the accepted socket to the child, and continues to
listen on the original
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The above connection description is USP ( universal session protocol ) over TCP, the net thing that happens
is authorisation ( checking of the username and password )

Authorisation
This is done differently from SQLR 3.2, as our server now only forks children ( However when used with
SQLR 3.2 it still does the authorisation ) . We say to the NSM , ‘Where is \\Poohbear\authserv ?’, this
returns the IP address and port number of the authserver the client then connects to authserv and send it
username, password and service name to verify ( Note: No /etc/shells cheet now ! ) The authorisation server
now sends back a token ( a pass ) if the user details are correct and if they fail you will get the IUAS error
message. Once the PC has the token the connection is closed down to the authorisation server.
NOTE: With SQLR 4 the password is fully encrypted over the network.
The PC now presents the root server its token together with the username ( sent for correctly setting the
UID for the child server process , the password is also sent but I not used ), this set of credentials is also
sent with every RPC call making sure each is secure. The child now sets it’s usersid to the connecting user,
the requested database is then connected using ESQLC.
The server is now talking to the PC.

USP over Serial Line connection method
We do not need the old PC-Connect host module, however you do need TCP on the UNIX machine (
explained below ) !
The number of connections are now only limited by speed and bandwidth.
The PC opens the communication port and the UNIX getty sends the prompt back to the PC for the uername
and PC, we send these and a shell is sent back we then run a proxy ( something that does something on
your behalf ) ‘usptcppxy’ ( The proxy has to run on the machine with the serial line attached but the
database and SQLR can be running on another machine, but they have to be connected via a network )
C
O
M
M

M
U
X

M
U
X
Serial Line

P
R
O
X
y

Lots of connections are multiplexed down one serial line and then open up on the UNIX side, the proxy
device then copies what the TCP did in terms of asking ‘who is the NSM’ ( see diagram below)

P
R
O
X
y

Who is the NSM ? ->
This is <Where is \\poohbear\sqlrinf ? ->
It’s here 192.86.169.180 <- 1024
Connect to 192.86.169.180 on port 1024 ->
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The big drawback with this type of method is that the proxy does what the PC did when using a USP over
TCP connection by sending out a network request for who is the NSM. By doing this you must have a
NETWORK because the NSM listens on a network as does LNA, authserv etc.
You cannot simply get round this by just loading the TCP stack on the UNIX machine as when the kernal
boots it will try to initialise the network adapter. If you get a network adapter you will need to create a
network with at least a T piece and some terminators. Therefore you will have to configure TCP/IP on you
UNIX machine when you will not even use it.
The only way round this is by writing you own TCP/IP kernal interface !! NOT.

The Security Manager
The security manager uses a configuration file which is located in /usr/local/vision/etc/sqlrsecure.conf
The manager is built into the server and gives us user / application security.
It is enabled by :
‘sqlr.xxx40.d -r’
NOTE: If the server is running with the -r flag when using the ‘ps’ command it means it has been enabled
with the security manager. By default when this has been enabled no one can do anything to the database.
If the .conf file above is updated with new entries after the server has been started, the ROOT server has to
be restarted. This is because the ROOT server only reads the file into memory and the child parses the file
for the security permissions etc. This has the good effect that the .conf file is now only readable by ROOT,
therefore adding to the security.
The server can also read in user defined configuration files, these can be specified as an argument after the
‘-r’ flag has been used. An example of which is :
sqlr.xxx40.d -r <userdefined security file>

How does the security manager work ?

The Grammar Parser Tree

It uses the parse tree created by the grammar translator . This is used to translate one syntax into another .
We examine the leafs on the tree to find out what components of SQL are been used. These are then
checked against the security manager file, for example we can find out what operation is been done on what
table.
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If the security broker is enabled the parse tree is created even if the ‘Pass RDBMS grammar’ is chosen, (
however this is not translated ).
If the credentials are not passed you will get a security violation.
The format of the security manager file is :
Usergroup

<Groupname>

=

<Item, item >

Support

=

mac, mattsc, allang, markst

<groupname>

=

<item, item >

TABLEGROUP <groupname>

=

<item, item >

APPGROUP

<groupname>

=

<item, item >

SQLGROUP

<groupname>

=

<item, item >

Example

readonly

=

select

Groups

<groupname>

=

<item, item > ( Only usergroups can be grouped in here )

For Example:

DBGROUP

NOTE: You cannot have groups within groups ( except for the one above ) , for example :
Marketing

=

mac, support

were support is a group, is not valid
Comments can be inserted using the ‘#’ sign.

What can you do with all these entries ?
Well you can have Grant or Revoke the permissions:
user database qualifier owner table app = privledges
You can use the ‘*’ or ‘ALL’ to mean everything.
Therefore to give everybody permission to alter anything in the database you would have:
Grant * : * : * : * : * : * = ALL
NOTE: You must have the permission already on the database to be able to use these permission, if you do
not then you will receive an error back for the database.
Let’s say we want the following user:
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The user mac when using SQLGold with any database, any owner, any qualifier and using sales can only
select. The table format would be:
Grant mac ALL ALL * sales SQLGold = select
Anywhere you can use and item you can use a groupname.

Enhancements to SQLR 4:
Access uses parameter markers and putdatas, we now cache these putdatas and then submit them in one
RPC call ( we used to send each one down the line separately ), thus this speeds up MS Access
considerably.

